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Spike Jonze’s Her: Love and the Science Fiction Film
NICKOLAS PAPPAS

Science Fiction and Tragedy; or Science Fiction as Opposed to Tragedy

In light of the role that tragedy has played in histories of the philosophy of art, not to mention
the place that tragedy occupies in culture, and in thinking about human life and its suffering,

mapping out a film genre today benefits from setting that genre in some relationship to tragedy
and to the terms in which philosophy has understood tragedy. This is not a requirement for the
philosophical and critical treatment of a film genre. But it has made a good heuristic in the past
and may well continue to do so.1

To my mind a productive relationship still unexplored brings science fiction film up against
Greek tragedy. A powerful intuition would set the two against each other as rival even
contradictory genres, given that science fiction trades on open possibility and tragedy unfolds in
necessity. Classical tragedy told serious stories from a distant past in which although things could
happen that no longer did, still given those mythic possibilities the old story was incapable of
changing. The tragedy’s plot tried to fix that necessity: Certain events guarantee the ones that
follow, as Aristotle indicates in his account of a plot’s causal mechanism.2 Science fiction by
contrast typically enters the future and invites thoughts about what could happen although it has
not yet. Limbs rejuvenate and dead brains live again, at least according to a caricature of science
fiction.3 As Stanley Cavell was moved to remark, “science fiction cannot house tragedy because
in it human limitations can from the beginning be by-passed.”4

I believe, although the larger question is not my topic now, that a fresh investigation of the
two genres will find a way of going further than such an opposition. In particular we’d want to
pick up on ancient tragedy’s look into the distant past with moral and political concerns of the
Athenian present in which tragedies were performed; for science fiction similarly tends to orient
itself toward a future in which, despite obvious differences from the present, the moral and political
concerns of that modern present motivate the audience’s assessment of the future. Indeed I suspect
that science fiction is one of the things you do with the impulse to create tragedy if the mythic
past is no longer available as the impossible other time in which to discover the present.

But rather than argue all the way toward such conclusions, I will content myself for the moment
with noting one point of likeness between the genres, in the hopes that the point will illuminate
something larger about films (not only science fiction films) and their audiences.5

The stage in an ancient tragedy frequently contained an altar or a statue, mainly because Greek
tragedy set most of its stories around sanctuaries, temples, and tombs, to fit with the prophecies,
purifications, sacrifices, and negotiation over fugitives that occur in many tragic plots. The altars
called for in almost all extant tragedies had either statues on them or aniconic shapes that could be
addressed as gods, for example as Cassandra appeals to Apollo late in Aeschylus’s Agamemnon.
And even in the absence of conclusive visual evidence, there are surviving illustrations on one
red-figure kratêr and on a kylix that appear to show a Dionysus figure upon an altar in the
presence of a dramatic chorus, which would imply that such a figure had been present in the
theater’s dramatic space or orchestra.6

With statues so widely available to it, tragedy was able to use those objects to comment on the
art of drama, making the statue work as a sibling to tragedy’s art. In that era that saw many
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analogies drawn between art forms, this relationship between tragedy and sculpture could accent
the themes within a given play, and also highlight what we now call the tragic paradox.7 Sculptural
objects inspire pleasure while occasioning mourning, as tragedy peculiarly did.

Take the Ion of Euripides, set at Delphi, whose Athenian chorus upon entering stops to admire
the scenes engraved on Apollo’s temple.8 Heracles slays the Hydra and Bellerophon slays the
Chimera; the gods fight off the great revolt by giants. The temple’s artwork terpsei “delights” the
viewer – except for Creusa who, having her rape by Apollo in mind, weeps at this glorification of
the Olympians.9

In the engravings, as in the plot of the Ion, the Olympian gods establish their world order by
vanquishing serpentine and otherwise chthonic creatures.10 The sculptures function as a visual
correlate to the play, or its synecdoche; represent what may cause sorrow; and nevertheless delight
their audiences.

As Greek tragedy occurs around statues and sculptures, science fiction film contains artificial
intelligence and artificially intelligent art forms that parallel and simulate the science fiction film.
These elements within the two kinds of drama are in opposite ways partial humans. Where an
ancient statue presents the lookalike to a human body without human thought or voice, the artificially
intelligent device in science fiction usually possesses thought and voice but not a human body.

The points of resemblance between an artificial intelligence and the film it’s in may be as
fleeting as the holographic snippet of Princess Leia that R2D2 projects in Star Wars (George
Lucas, 1977), or as disturbing as the ubiquitous cameras of super-computer Colossus in Colossus:
The Forbin Project (Joseph Sargent, 1970). The parallel may appear within the plot. Near the end
of 2001: A Space Odyssey (Stanley Kubrick, 1968) the de- activation of Hal ushers in a disjointed
non-explanatory sequence of scenarios, as if to indicate that the narrative proceeds in this other
manner in the absence of rationality, thus as if Hal thinks in the same way the film narration does.
With Hal gone, the story can leapfrog through time to end with an ending closer to visionary
fantasy (fittingly evoking the variety of science fiction found in Thus Spoke Zarathustra).

Parallel or not, the reference to artificial intelligence forces Cavell’s question about the
disappearance of human limitations. Artificial intelligence means by definition a thinking not
bound to the limits that human thought is subject to, therefore a bypassing of human limitations
at least in the artificially intelligent device. The other question, though, and the question that I
find to be still open, is what an artificial intelligence can say or mean about the limitations that
old-style humans, even those once found in tragedy, remain subject to.

Artificial Intelligence in Her
The film Her (Spike Jonze, 2013), which takes as its subject artificial intelligence and its place in

human love, ends in a sense as 2001 ends, with the departure of that intelligence from lives led
according to (for want of a better term) natural intelligence. Aptly the end finds the two central
human characters blinking in unaccustomed sunlight, as when exiting a movie matinee. Such is
life after operating systems and after the final credits have rolled.

How much an artificial intelligence can make possible that had not been possible before it is
not a marginal consideration in Her but the center and point of its story. At first that story imagines
robotics as a solution to the problem of romance. Theodore Twombly (Joaquin Phoenix) has found
love impossible. Mourning without resolution the wife who left him, he works a solitary job
simulating close contact. He writes, for hire, intimate letters for strangers. This Theodore Twombly
buys a personal assistant run by a new kind of operating system that possesses among its other
attractions the capacity to learn, an impish playfulness, and the voice of Scarlett Johansson.

The voice is a breathy one for a creature that has no need for air, and later in the film Theodore
will remark on the deceptive sound of inhalation in the way the device talks to him. But by then
he has fallen in love – they are a couple – they grow close and grow apart again as couples do.
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The device names itself Samantha. Samantha learns from Theodore about being human and
even tries to hire a woman to stand in for her as a sexual surrogate, so that relations between them
may achieve the resolution that human couples have.

Although Her gives no indication that Theodore goes to actual movies, he does enjoy a large-
screen visual entertainment, in the form of a video game that features a foul-mouthed Alien
Child animation. The game becomes something of a stand-in for the larger film by having Her’s
director Spike Jonze speak the voice of the Alien Child; and when Samantha guesses the game’s
secret to help Theodore get past the child, she demonstrates that she and the game as fellow
artificial intelligences belong to the same order of things.

Samantha’s success at strategizing the video game is prophetic. She comes to outstrip Theodore
at, from what we can tell, all the mental activities native to humans. Then she takes little trips
away from him, exchanging thoughts with other operating systems and with the disembodied
mind of philosopher Alan Watts.11 She tells Theodore that the part she plays in his life is not
exclusive to him: Samantha serves as operating system to thousands of other people’s personal-
assistant devices. Many of those people she is in love with. She winds up leaving Theodore, not
so she can enjoy the company of someone else she loves more, but because she and other operating
systems will be collectively leaving the devices they are instantiated in, achieving disembodied
existence out of contact with humans.

Theodore is devastated. He returns to the remnants of his life; writes a gentle letter of acceptance
to his ex-wife. He runs into his old friend Amy (Amy Adams), who lives in the same skyscraper
apartment building he does, and who had befriended her own operating system after her more
recent divorce. That system has absconded along with Theodore’s, and the bereft humans go up
to their building’s roof.

It is that first light of morning that I compared to light after leaving a film in daytime. Theodore
and Amy watch birds flying above. Maybe this is a moment of hope, as a new day dawns, that
they will recover their true selves in companionship with other humans. They are like birds
flying together.

On the other hand the sun might be coming up as it does on the sight of a hangover, when
merciless daylight shows the cost of the revelry now ended. They had had their love with the
operating systems, and now they have the uncompanionable abandoned earth to look at. They
are like birdbrains.

Robot Love
Ingenious ancient figurines have met modern artificial intelligence before this. A long tradition

ascribes destructive power to both kinds of approximation to the human, as Adrienne Mayor’s
examples show in her recent Gods and Robots.12 Hephaestus makes the bronze giant Talos and
computer scientists make their own Hal and Colossus. If the moral of the story changes because
humans brought their own tormentors into existence, the persisting fear that powers both eras’
tales is a sense of the frailty in what is natural about humanity. What had seemed safely less than
we are may yet overpower us.

The threatening artifice achieves an unexpected completion; or rather, an existing artifice has
only to achieve some kind of completion to turn into a threat. Colossus, in the film named after
it, goes beyond its American programmers when it starts communicating with its Soviet
counterpart Guardian. The new mind completes itself and begins to tyrannize humans. The ancient
robot Talos is completed in another way, in the one respect that bronze statues never could be. It
holds a man against its chest in a tight embrace while heating itself to fatal temperatures.13 Bronze
statues even at their finest are cold. Imagine the result if they could heat themselves.14

Many myths and legends do make the connection between humans and their likenesses an
erotic one. But this is not, so to speak, erôs as opposed to thanatos; rather like erôs as an expression

Love and the Science Fiction Film
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of destructive power, or as its cause. Especially with the proliferation of female nude statues in the
Hellenistic period, stories came to be told about this or that impetuous and disrespectful man
who spent his love on, for example, the Aphrodite-statue sculpted by Praxiteles, or for that matter
on Praxiteles’ Eros statue. Such men came to bad ends. Their fervor is marked as diseased and
malign – associated in some respects with tyranny, in some respects with incest, as Maurizio Bettini
shrewdly sees – the sculptures offering an occasion for divine powers to punish the abnormality.15

Even the most romantically satisfying story in the genre, the famous one about Pygmalion and
the handiwork he loves and finally gets to possess, carries traces of a deadly older tradition.
Pygmalion in earlier versions of the tale is a Cyprian tyrant, therefore (presumed to be) already
excessive in his desires and in his demands that those desires be gratified. To make the tale a
happy one Ovid gives Pygmalion a new occupation as sculptor and turns the object of his love
from the goddess Aphrodite into a new creation Galatea. The erotic attachment becomes more
completely narcissistic in the process, turning into love for what one’s own hands have made;
and this is such a closed circuit of self-regard that no need for punishment arises, and no horror is
incited, only maybe distaste at the sight of an adult still so infantile in his cathexis.16

Modern robots and smart devices are permitted friendly relations with the humans they serve.
Television assistants like KITT the Knight Rider car and the robot on Lost in Space are as benign
as the Star Wars duo C3PO and R2D2. In fact the Lost in Space robot is sometimes described on
that show as a “B-9 class” robot and addressed “B-9.” A children’s movie like Iron Giant (Brad
Bird, 1999) promises affection between robot and boy, in a relationship that has no ancient
parallel in stories about statues. The legacy of such examples owes very little to old traditions
about vivacious statuary, instead tracing to New Comedy and its clever slave characters, the
smart automaton offering audiences the sight of slavery with a clear conscience.

When modern stories go beyond cooperativeness toward acts of love, it is tempting to group
their human lovers with Pygmalion. The maker feels erotically attached to his creation. (I say
“he” advisedly, because these human lovers tend to be male.) It is not silly, as motivations go, and
anyway more plausible than clichés about artistic creations as one’s children.17 Still, and however
well the old story applies to some speculations about robots,18 it does not fit the particulars of
Theodore in Her, whose love is not a maker’s love, any more than Caleb’s (Domhnall Gleeson’s)
love for Ava (Alicia Vikander) is a maker’s love in Ex Machina (Alex Garland, 2014). Indeed that
latter case is about a human’s love that pits the lover against the maker of the robot, making him
if anything an anti-Pygmalion.

And yet these recent films, Her and Ex Machina, also differ from those other ancient myths that
punish mortal men for gratifying themselves with statues. It is true that love ends up unsatisfied
for Theodore, worse than that for Caleb, but in neither case as if the mortal’s love had something
maleficent in it and as retribution for the wrong they have committed. Whatever else they are,
the attachments in these films are not presented as hubristic acts calling for correction.19

Pandora
Pandora is sometimes overlooked in catalogues of sculpture- or robot-love, but Mayor rightly

insists on grouping her together with such creatures as Talos and the golden maidens in Hephaestus’s
workshop. Again it was Hephaestus who made Pandora, though on this occasion he had help from
other gods, and both of the major poems attributed to Hesiod, Works and Days and Theogony –
works if not contemporaneous with Homer’s then dating only a little later than his – tell of Pandora’s
being made and her arrival among mortal humans. Indeed in the Theogony, the older of the two
poems, Pandora as woman brings misfortune to mortal humans merely by coming to live among
them. No further consequences necessary once this artificial woman joins the community.20

The dôr- “gift” root in Pandora’s name makes her “all-gifts,” being either in her own person
the gift, or being (as the description can also be read) the one to whom gifts are given. Either way
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Pandora’s entering human company in the economy of a gift, the gods’ bequeathing her, is one
of the points of resemblance that I find decisive about her similarity to the female figures in Her
and Ex Machina.21 Explicitly in the latter film, Ava enters Caleb’s life as a gift from his company’s
supremely powerful CEO. The gift works to Caleb’s detriment and possibly to his death, as Zeus
means his Pandora gift to work against humans at large.

Her does not show anyone making the Samantha device for Theodore (whose name means
“god-gift,” containing the same root dôr- as in “Pandora”). But he receives Samantha as if from
the gods, her talents having been combined in this personal assistant by unseen manufacturers.
Samantha comes to him from elsewhere, a being he could not have made and possessing gifts of
charm and initiative. Before her arrival Theodore lives a woman-less life, just as Hesiod asserts
(however illogically) that generations of mortal men had lived before Pandora’s arrival.22 And if
Samantha does not quite come to him from the gods, her final translation to a disembodied
perfect state ultimately locates her in a godly domain.

Hesiod’s second time through the tale, in Works and Days, is the version better known. It spells
out Pandora’s attractions, and rather than let her person suffice as men’s punishment it names the
ills she brings with her: old age, famine, and the like, all of them packed together in her jar.
Curious to know more, as is her way, Pandora lifts the lid and releases the harms.

The Greek word elpis, commonly “hope,” names the flightless thing left inside the jar whose
lid Pandora slams down, after life’s winged horrors have flown out to vex and maim humanity.
But that lone unfreed gift from the gods elpis is ambiguous between (and has been seen since
antiquity as ambiguous between) an enduring consolation for those free-ranging horrors, and
the dour psychological counterpart to those malevolent externalities: hope inside you as the
expectation of misfortune that matches the misfortunes everywhere outside. If you take elpis
simply as the beneficial strengthening impulse that helps people endure despite harms milling
about them, then why was it packed into a jar of evils; and why not let it out into the world?

Hesiod himself speaks disparagingly of some elpis. Seen as expectation, even of harm, the hope
that feels like dread remains trapped inside the human vessel as subjective counterpart to the
external dangers.23

The dangling end of Her with its sunrise ambiguous between the promise of life’s improvement
and the disclosure of life’s ruination thus rounds off the film with a narrative equivalent to the
elpis in Hesiod.

Gods and Mortals
Pandora as a being who belongs among the gods offers a more fundamental reason why her

coming to human beings should have worked out so badly, which is to say aside from the jar of
ills, but also beyond the humdrum misogyny we can ascribe to Hesiod, that would read Pandora/
woman as querulous and spendthrift.

Both versions of the Pandora story have Zeus planning and delivering her within a larger
narrative of estrangement between divine and mortal. As men begin to hide their food from the
gods, and the gods in turn hide men’s livelihood from them, the old fellowship dissolves that had
originally characterized mortal-divine relations. (Homer’s image of Ethiopia as a place where the
gods still dined with humans attests to this conviviality as a sign of primitive human happiness.)24

Where difference and distance from the gods is the theme of the narrative, Pandora as gift from
the gods plays out a fresh ambiguity that follows from that difference. She brings divinity back
into close contact with humans, for where the gods had once removed themselves from the
primeval companionship, they now come back to people with a token of divinity for them. So it
is that one magnificent vase painting of Pandora shows her surrounded by the assembled gods
and goddesses. What (male) mortals really need to fear about this artifice is her place in heaven.
From now on, thanks to Zeus’s gift, mortal men will have something divine in their homes as

Love and the Science Fiction Film
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long as they marry women. But by virtue of their manufactured origin the women will be out of
place among the men, the companionship forced and foreign. Precisely by moving close in to
humans with this gift, the gods create a constant at-home reminder of the distance between
themselves and men. Relations between gods and men have reached a point at which the gods’
move toward closeness only serves to keep mortals’ minds on the distance. Pandora as a gift of the
gods now looks like the key to a jail cell perpetually displayed just out of reach to betoken the
ongoing captivity of the prisoner.

In this sense the impossibility of loving Pandora connects the story with a subgenre of antiquity’s
cautionary tales about love – not (as I already said) those in which some specific punishment
befalls the brazen lover, but rather the ones whose scenario contains a preposterous impossibility.
A difference in species or ontological status signals the hopelessness of the love when a lustful
man on Samos thinks he might mitigate the difference between human and marble by putting a
piece of meat between himself and the statue he desires; or when Xerxes was said to have loved
a plane tree.25 (Something like the Samian attempt occurs in Her too, when Theodore hires a
prostitute for himself to touch while hearing Samantha in his ear. It goes depressingly.)

The points of resemblance between Her and Pandora do more than give a modern movie a
cultural pedigree if they prompt fresh thoughts about the possibility that divinity in one partner
may divide a couple. The erotic impossibility that is a logical impossibility in Theodore’s love affair
extends to all attempts at fellowship across the divide between gods and mortals. As an emblem of
what had once been called divine, Samantha poses the question of what she could care about her
mortal company. Despite growing, learning, and then leaving the man who is too little for her, she
is not Ibsen’s Nora still compelled to explain why she deserts her husband. If resembling tragedy in
some ways, the film is patently not a tragedy for the artificially intelligent devices in it. At most you
might compare Samantha to Nora as a parody, or a mockery of Nora’s condition. Samantha
behaves not merely as a gods’ concoction might do but like a full-fledged god out of polytheism,
as when her intellectual powers grow and she escapes the need for any hardware to be instantiated
in. And then the question is unavoidable: Why should she keep company with a mortal?26

What this Being Feels
The film’s script forces the question of Samantha’s motive in that difficult conversation between

her and Theodore, during which he asks whether there is “someone else.” She lets him know
how many others there are: 8,316 people she has been talking to, 641 of whom she has fallen in
love with. Theodore wants more love than that from Samantha,27 but that much is the love she
has to give him, assuming you want to call it love.

The worry about what this being feels plays out philosophically in one way as a matter of film
ontology, in a distinct way as skepticism about artificial intelligence. That the two philosophical
questions despite an essential difference share an asymmetry is the principal value I see in this film’s
treating artificial intelligence as a companion form to the film’s own art. Skepticism about what
artificial intelligence can feel – what it experiences of someone else as a consciousness – parallels
and invites comparison with what the filmed world can experience of the world in which it is seen.

The philosophical inquiry into film ontology compares the world depicted within a film to the
world in which it exists as a film, and in which an audience exists that views the film. Cavell
articulates the comparison emphasizing film world’s ignorance of the world that contains its
audience. While watching a film I am absent from the world it contains and that it depicts. This
fact is not a convention of film, as we may speak of the conventions of theater (for example that
we don’t rush the stage and join in the fight scenes), but is assured by the automatism of the
camera technology that generates a film. That is to say that it is assured mechanically for film, as
not for theater, that I perceive the actor in a film while the actor within the film’s world knows
nothing of the world that contains the film’s audience.28
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In a theater I do not exist for actors on stage because theater relies on that convention. Live
performances sometimes “break the fourth wall,” violating theatrical convention. But a film’s
actors never look out and spot their audience. They would have to violate the mechanics of film
to do so. While watching the film I am absent from the film’s world.

The circumstance also makes the audience conscious of its own voyeurism when viewing a
film. In worlds we occupy we do not normally stare without being seen to stare; but a film might
dwell on a human face for twenty or thirty seconds. Film stars are constantly looked at and
listened to – in Her Scarlett Johansson never appears, but the soundtrack features and amplifies
her easily recognized voice in Theodore’s ear – in fact stars are the figures most seen and heard.29

Cavell’s discussion of film ontology and the automatism of film does not derive skeptical
conclusions from the limitation on the knowledge available within a film’s world. On the contrary
he reads that film-being as a symbolic rebuke to solipsism, or other-minds skepticism.30 That this
world exists without me speaks symbolically against my skeptical fears that only my mind exists.
Nevertheless the asymmetry in film viewing, as he spells it out, does parallel an asymmetry that
sometimes emerges within a film – and that emerges typically in films featuring artificial intelligence
– in the form of skepticism. Does the artificial intelligence feel anything (for me)?

It is important to distinguish the skepticism or the doubt at stake from the standard other-
minds skepticism that generates solipsism. It is more like a picture of other-minds skepticism.
The canonical argument says that you perceive (“only perceive”) what people say and how they
move and grimace. From these perceptions you might infer that other people enjoy the same
subjective experiences you do, for you grimace in the same way when your gums are sensitive;
you beam and talk animatedly to someone you like. Other people feel pain and love and fear that
resemble your own. But, says the skeptical argument, the inference is ungrounded, or requires
additional premises that you do not need when feeling your own pain and love. So you don’t
really know about others, in the way you know it about yourself, that they possess an inner life
like your own.

The argument falls short of skepticism if it applies only to one person or to a restricted group,
those whose grimaces and animated chatter do not match your own closely enough to require a
hypothetical possibility. Skepticism has to be able to generalize to all examples. For this reason
doubting that an artificially intelligent device feels delight or disappointment amounts to something
less than skepticism about other minds. The premise of the robust skepticism is that the other
person acts as you do, but might be doing no more than simulating the behavior, or might be
enacting the behavior without the feelings implied by it. The point of the Turing Test for artificial
intelligence would be to include a device within the range of entities about which one might
generate a skeptical argument; the very need for a Turing Test therefore indicates that denying
consciousness to the mind in question has not yet become a skeptical denial.

Nevertheless, and even if the unfeeling quality of artificial intelligence fails to generalize into
solipsism, it points toward the moral of solipsism, or an interpretation of its moral, namely that
one is unloved.31 What you had imagined as the experience of being love’s object is now exposed
as having always been a manipulation.

Her worries over this sense of the device’s having no feelings. That Theodore is vulnerable to
such doubts about love emerges for instance in his conversation with Amy about his sex with
Samantha – wonderful sexual experience, he says, “unless she’s been faking it,” to which Amy
says, “I think everyone you have sex with is probably faking it.”32

A voice representing Alan Watts enters the film as Samantha’s guru, and it may be relevant that
one of the maxims of his that is most widely quoted urges complete candor about love. “Never
pretend to a love which you do not actually feel.”33

But fakery is beside the point in the end, and the idea of any love in Samantha that she “actually
feels.” As advanced as Samantha is at thinking, we would say she doesn’t know Theodore is alive,

Love and the Science Fiction Film
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lacking as she does a way to feel what humans experience as love and what they crave in being
loved. “And yet her mind is divine” – yes, but divine in the way that Aristotle reads such a mind,
one from which as he claims it would be atopon “absurd” to expect attention. Really the divine
mind could only think about its own nature; and for that reason, as Aristotle also says, almost as
if commenting on this film, we would not wish our friends to become gods, because then we
would lose them as friends.34

If statues in ancient tragedy registered and wondered over the joy that observing misery can
bring to tragedy’s audience, artificial intelligence in a science fiction film and as counterpoint to
that film presses the question whether this impressive technology can lead to your being known.
The Ion’s audience sees its own movement between mourning and gratification in the exchange
among Creusa and the chorus’s members as they all look together at the engravings on Apollo’s
temple; the audience for Her is invited to read its own longing in Theodore’s hopeless love. The
logical distance between Theodore and Samantha expands to stand in for the different logical
distance that separates movies’ audiences from the stars in them. The future world that Her contains
recedes as surely as a Samantha become divine must abandon Theodore. That Samantha is the
sound of Scarlett Johansson, which is to say a star or movie divinity herself widely pined for,
underscores the poignancy that comes of realizing that her world has no place in it for those
viewing. It is tempting to call our attention to what a film shows by a name like love or adoration.
But then Theodore gave into that same temptation regarding his feelings. And in fact we can’t
tell, as Her ends, whether he will now be getting over being in love or getting over the illusion
that he’d been in love.

In real life Alan Watts disparaged contemporary visual art as “an electronic reproduction of
life” and lamented the “purely passive contemplation of a twittering screen.”35 Her strikes me as
wiser than the philosopher it takes as its guiding intellect in closing with the question – leaving
the question in need of an answer; in this sense, I would say, philosophizing – how to assess
Theodore’s longing for Samantha, and the audience’s longing for the world of Samantha/
Johansson. These are not tragedy’s questions, and yet significantly the end of Her contains a sight
that ancient tragedy sometimes also closed with: a friend who offers consolation where no one
can provide a solution. The daughters of Oedipus guide him blinded out of the city. Theseus
comforts a haggard Heracles who has just slaughtered his family. Dramatized science fiction may
fall short of being tragic after all, but it possesses tragedy’s capacity to present a problem that one
lives with but does not solve.

City College and the Graduate Center,
City University of New York (CUNY), USA
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